THE CONSUMPTION OF THE EXTREMES :

A FAMILY DRAMA
PREFACE

*IFBECVUUUIFQPUBUP*UTnFTIXJMMDMJOHUPZPVMJLFUIFQMBTUJDNFMUFEPOUP
your arm. By whom was the potato grown? I said that I used to headbutt it.
If y = potato, and the revolution is given by the formula lozenge(ds), with
d equal to death and sUPTPDJBMJTBUJPO BOEJGUIFQPTUFSJPSJUZTJHOJmFECZ
iBGUFSwJTSFQSFTFOUFEQSPWJTJPOBMMZCZUIFOPOmDUJPOTZNCPMp, then this
joke can be given the mathematical formula slide down my tongue Argon
PS*XJMMMBDFSBUFZPVSXJOEQJQFXJUINZmSNBNFOUɬBUXBTIBSEMZIPXJU
all started. Ǿǻ ǻǻǻUPOOFTUPUIF$BOBSZ*TMBOETɬFSFBSFUIJOHTJUJTIBSEMZ
even possible to imagine. Agathe slides his tongue or another into the start
position of where we falling rate dented my car I got out and slapped her
face or his across the table she stared at me with a look somewhere between
menace and incontinence and unsupported I took her hand and explained
that the resources were grabbed her hand and explained that the men
were resources for .BOOTDIBGUPOBOPQFOIJHIXBZRVFFSTHFUUJOHPěPO
being who they are supposed to be easier than this Ǿǻ ǻǻǻ tonnes is life
in however many shipments packed into crates and then the crates into
container units and the units onto ships I sleep, harbouring no delusions,
in the morning everything will begin I sleep, harbouring no delusions, in
the morning it will begin sexual incontinence shipped to the Mauritius a
certain quantum of surplus value contained therein representing labour but
not the labour that we perform or that any individual ever has so much
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as the labour constituted as an abstract and changing norm by the total
context of social struggle and cooperation moving stately across the ocean
visible from the camera above, an almost invisible grey strip on an visible
grey strip retailed at an outlet you visit potato facing the wind. I talk to the
BHFOUPOUIFQIPOFNBEFGSPNDSVNCMJOHnPVSTIJQQFEGSPNFYBDUMZGPVS
feet above my head a strip of light with bars where money is laundered, he
says he is able to meet my price or me in an alleyway in the strip exactly ǿǽ
feet or rather Ǽȃmetres or rather Ǽȃ meters from my head there comes a
sound of quiet remorse I say yes FUDɬFBHFOUJTBCFBVUJGVMBOJNBM"GUFS
XFIBWFmOJTIFETFYJOUIFNBOOFSPGBHMJU[ZTVQFSmDJBMQPTUNPEFSOOPWFM
our speech appears in bubbles and is shipped nine metres to the right and
UXPNFUSFTEPXODSFBUJOHBOFěFDUPGEJTKVODUJPOXIJDIOPUPOMZSFTUPSFT
to us an image of wholeness dependent on a prior factual alienation in
the objective constitution of our social interconnectedness but which also
is the essential aesthetic TBWPJSGBJSF of the period of its composition, just
as an ironic distantiation was the essential tie-me-up-tie-me-down of
the analysis of social types in the period of the authorship of e.g., Anna
Stothard, where the speech is unpacked and shipped two meters to the left
where it is used as a commodity input in the production of a higher value
DPOWFSTBUJPOCFUXFFOUXPEJěFSFOUQFPQMFXIPXJMMOFWFSCFLOPXOUPVT
but whose speech is anyway backreferenced in its innermost content by
PVSTɬFUFMFQIPOFDPOWFSTBUJPOJUTFMGIBTBQSJDFXIJDIJTOPUTIJQQFECVU
is instead entered into an account and which ultimately after deductions of
tax, input prices, depreciation costs, etcetera, will form itself into a unit of
QSPmUXIPTFSFMBUJPOTIJQUPUIFWBMVFPGUIFMBCPVSUIBUXBTFYUPSUFEGSPN
another person is yet to be determined/ though not before we have moved
UXP NFUFST UP UIF SJHIU BOE UIFO UXP NFUSFT VQ BOE mOBMMZ OJOF NFUSFT
to the left in order to determine once and for all what was said between
us. All the shipments required as a prior condition dates just as I too am
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BWBJMBCMF GPS RVJFU OJHIUT PG DPOWFSTBUJPO JO mOF SFTUBVSBOUT  XIFSF UIF
shipping becomes so impossibly complex that its description prior to the
description of the agent is a beautiful animal she speaks backwards through
a device unknown to me of wage policies like light streams across the sky
BOEDMPVETNPWFJOTNBMMTQFDLTPSQFSIBQTBQQFBSUPTDVEɬFNBUFSJBMPG
UIFQPUBUPFTXFTIJQJTEJĜDVMUUPEFTDSJCF)VNBOJUZIBTBMXBZTDMPBLFE
its tiaras with fascinators. Another person may or may not have a use value
GPSZPV*IBWFOFWFSESFBNFEPGCFMJFWJOHPUIFSXJTF TJODFUIFmSTUUJNF*
knew that the development of my thinking would travel in this direction,
through the following series of stages: Ǽ I believed I was a Marxist, which
JTUPTBZ UIBUUIFSFTIPVMECFOPEJěFSFODFTJOUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGXFBMUI
between individuals. 8FBMUI was therefore a totalising category represented
by all goods and produced through determinate production processes.
ɬF QVSQPTF PG XFBMUI XBT UP CF EJTUSJCVUFE UIBU JU XBT JOFRVJUBCMZ
distributed was the greatest and most malign accident of the composition
PGPVSTPDJBMPSEFSɬFJOFRVJUBCMFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGXFBMUIBMTPQSPEVDFE
as its consequence the pernicious TUSBUJmDBUJPO of demands for consumer
goods, across the familiar axis of high and low culture, a clothing line
running diagonally from Beethoven down to Cheryl Tweedy, who Henry
James writes about in his book %JPOZTVT$SVDJmFE; which in turn creates the
demand for an industrially manufactured culture whose essential function
is TPJEJTBOU “ministry” to social needs created by [
]. At this
time I may not have spoken in this language. A thin hissing sound would
have escaped the lips implanted in my thigh. It was ǾǻǼȀ or Ǿǻish or I can
XSJUFBOZUIJOHIFSFUIBU*XBOUTBJEUIF"NFSJDBOEJQMPNBUJOIJTPĜDF
in the Ukraine @hex. Later I will die. Not only will I die, but appeals to
the immortality of my work is a misprision of the incoming death of any
future reader. Just wait for it. Not in the manner of a prospective lover.
ɬFTUBUFPGFYJTUFODFUIBUDPSSFTQPOETUPXBJUJOHCVUXIJDIJTNVDINPSF
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routinely ignored/ is the state of TUBZJOH e.g. Mahler īīīUIFmOBMQBSUTJO
the Loire region twelve or thirteen years old. In the meanwhile several
thousands of workers were murdered by thugs hired by their bosses. But
UIJTXBTOPUTJHOJmDBOUUPNZPXOQSPDFTTPGTFMGGPSNBUJPOǽ I believe in
the extraction of value by means of labour exploitation, the neutralisation
of the political life of the Western people by means of (a) transfer of value
by an imperialist system productive of “labour aristocracies” at the core,
as Lenin had argued; and (b) the formation of a culture industry whose
products were responsible for the almost total extirpation of political
autonomy among working people. At the same time there glowed in me
BQPXFSGVMCFMJFGUIBUUIFiBCTPMVUFwXBTJOUIFmOBMJOTUBODFUIFBCJMJUZUP
FYUSBDUGSPNMBOHVBHFBOJOmOJUFNFBOJOHɬFIJHIFTUSFMJHJPVTJNQVMTF
in my politics claimed that “materials” of language ought to be capable of
CFJOHTQFDJmFEBTJOFYIBVTUJCMFTUPDLTPGTFOTF<y>JOUPBCMJTTPGFDTUBUJD
BEWBODFNFOUɬJTXBTXIBU*VOEFSTUPPE BUUIJTUJNF UPCFIFBWFO Ǿ
A slow change in my understanding of capitalist economies, precipitated in
part by my move to London and in part by the student movement at the
end of ǽǻǼǻ, leading to
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